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King Billy crossing the Boyne 

Commentary 

 Mural photograph from the Belfast telegraph, 1939 
o Unionist paper 
o Focus on the mural itself 

 Depicts the victory of William III of Orange over James II at Boyne 
o Major theme in early 20th century Northern Irish murals, became scarce to non-existent after 

1950s 
o Dates from late 1930s 

 Around enactment of second Irish constitution that further asserted Irish 
independence from the UK 

 Signals the unionist sentiment of surrounding neighbourhood 

I. The dual meaning of a conquering Britain 

 Inspired by a painting by Benjamin West, The battle of the Boyne 
o Very well know and influential representation of William III in Northern Ireland 

 The mural represents the reconquest of Ireland by Williamites after they defeat the Catholics 
supporting James II. 

 Central part of the mural centred on William III show the obvious unionist/pro-British message  
o Could be interpreted as a showing of British nationalism/pride in the face a nearing second 

world war 
o Could also be a not so subtle bellicose message towards the catholic Northern Irish population 

 Furthered by the tensions with the ambiguously republican Ireland (the new 
constitution doesn’t clearly state whether Ireland still recognises the monarch of 
Britain or its president as head of state) 

 The general idea though is that of a conquering Britain, with a subtext of the conquered being the 
Catholics rebels. 

o This needs to be placed in a general context of a dominations of protestants on Catholics in 
Northern Ireland   



II. The “martyrdom” of fallen Unionists 

 Upper part of the picture is an addition to the painting model 
o What seems to be names framed by laurels 

 “Their only crime was Loyalty” 
o Could be a celebration of murdered protestant unionists. 
o The laurels surrounding the text corroborates that (laurels of victory). 

 Then this mural could be more than a show of unionist sentiment, a celebration of the martyrdom of 
dead unionists 

o Then the William III image is not a threat of conquest, but of revenge on treachery 
o The martyrs then represented by the dead Schomberg on the bottom right corner of the mural 

III. Murals as a fighting strategy 

 Warlike representation echoes the “mural war” in Northern Irish cities 
 More peaceful mean of combat, but still very intense 

o Becomes a ritual and a fixture of NI life 
o Mean of glorifying either side (here the British side) 

Conclusion 

 Specific context allows for various interpretations of the picture 
o But it is safe to assume that the main aim was unionist activism 

 Effective unionist rallying symbol 
o Classic William III depiction 
o Martyrdom of dead unionists 
o Mural format 
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